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The current emphasis in LMFBR design is to develop reactor systems that
contain as many features as possible to limit the severity of hypothetical
accidents and provide the maximum time before corrective action is required
while maintaining low capital costs. In order to achieve an inherent safety
capability, it is hoped that most of the features will be self actuating and
eliminate the need for mechanical/electrical system responses which have
finite failure possibilities. Such a feature would have to be the natural
consequence of the conditions and relate to some physical response.

One such phenomenon is the possibility of fission-gas induced axial ex-
trusion of the fuel within the intact cladding. The potential exists for this
phenomenon to enable the reactor to withstand most accidents of the TOP vari-
ety, or at least provide an extended time for corrective action to be taken.
Under transient conditions which produce a heating of the fuel above its nomi-
nal operating temperature, thermal expansion of the material axially produces
a negative reactivity effect. This effect is presently considered in most ac-
cident analysis codes. The phenomenon of fission-gas induced axial extrusion
has received renewed interest because of the consideration of metal alloys of
uranium and plutonium for the fuel in some current reactor designs.

The use of oxide or metal fuel has a significant effect on both the axial
and radial temperature distribution within the fuel. Both the magnitudes and
shapes are affected. The oxide fuels have a very low thermal conductivity
which produces a large radial gradient. This also insulates the pin from
the axial profile of the coolant, producing maximum fuel temperatures very
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near the location of the maximum f lux. The metal fuels have a high thermal
conductivity and are thermally bonded to the cladding with l iquid sodium.
These produce much lower radial temperature gradients in the fuel , by about
one order of magnitude, and moves the location of the maximum fuel temperature
toward the top of the pin. Both of these differences play a significant role
in the considerations of fission-gas induced axial extrusion.

Another feature of the metal fuels is a change in phase that occurs well
below the melting temperature. The high temperature gamma uranium phase is
considerably weaker than the lower temperature alpha phase. This loss in
strength coupled with the axial thermal profi le provides the possibil i ty for
the fuel in the upper third of the pin to extend axial ly. The driving force
for this movement is provided by the pressurized bubbles existing in the
stronger low temperature phase at the nominal operating conditions. As the
temperatures increase in response to the power increase, the bubbles become
overpressurized at the same time as the fuel strength is decreasing drast i -
cal ly. The result is a large increase in the fission-gas bubble volume.
Accommodation of the increase takes place both radially and axially unti l the
radial space is completely f i l l e d . The further swelling must be handled by
axial extrusion of the soft material.

In order to study the whole core effects associated with this type of
axial extrusion, modeling changes have been made to the SAS4A accident anal-
ysis code system [1 ] . SAS4A already contains a model for the non-equilibrium
fission-gas bubble swelling and contraction. This formulation involves the
use of the fuel creep properties, amount of retained gas, surface tension
effects, and fuel stress state to determine the change in the total volume
occupied by the fission gas during the transient. In order to model the metal
fuel , the code was changed to include the necessary material property and new
models.

The inclusion of the metal fuel options required more than a simple
replacement of the material properties. Provision was made for the sodium
bond which could be displaced to the plenum as the fuel swelled, the metal
fuel swelling caused by fission products, the release of fission gas based on
the swelling that has occurred, and the creation of a connected porosity sys-
tem In addition to the porosity associated with the fission gas bubbles.
Because of the important part played by the swelling calculation and the creep



properties, these where studied in additional detail and a newer swelling
model and experiment based fuel creep correlation were developed.

The axial swelling model incorporated retains the radially uniform axial
strain approach used in the SAS4A code. In calculating the axial strains, a
radial distribution is determined at each axial segment. The total mass move-
ment across the original segment boundary is summed over the radial cells to
determine the total mass movement. A uniform axial strain is then determined
which gives this same mass movement, and therefore the same reactivity effect,
and this is used in the rest of the calculation.

As new models are developed and incorporated in any code, i t 1s neces-
sary to validate the modeling approaches to provide confidence in the results
obtained. This is most effectively done through comparisons with well-
characterized experiments, but may also be done through comparisons with other
modeling efforts. To this end, a series of calculations wi l l be presented of
an out-of-pile swelling experiment [2 ] , In addition, whole core calculations
wi l l be presented of the accidents studied by Cahalan and Su [3 ] . Their
modeling allowed instantaneous bubble expansion to the equilibrium condi-
tions. This comperison wi l l address the effects of using a creep rate base
model. Pretest calculations of the in-pi le TREAT M series of tests to be
performed by ANL on EBR-II irradiated fuel of various burnups wi l l also be
presented.

The axial extrusion generated by the combined effects of a low strength
phase in the fuel, the thermal peaking toward the top of the fuel pin, and the
swelling of the pressurized fission-gas bubbles can lead to a substantial neg-
ative reactivity feedback for the metal fueled reactor. While the same type
of phenomena also exist in the oxide fuels (see attached f igure), the greater
strength at high temperatures and the location of the thermal peeking closer
to the peak flux region act to minimize the negative reactivity feedback.
Thus, the axial fuel extrusion wi l l play a more signif icant, and beneficial
role 1n metal fuel cores than in oxide cores.
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